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How do we best reach 
all learners?





X 14000

Average Pilot Size There is no average pilot size



An individual is a high dimensional
system evolving over space and time

Peter Molenaar

Varied means for engaging students Varied means of representing content



Varied ways for students to express what they know

In a school setting where the focus is on fixed pace group 
instruction, only 20% of students ever successfully achieve mastery.
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Students formally diagnosed 
with special needs

Students with significant  
additional learning needs

Students who are not 
mastering normative 

education

Students who mostly are
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Willpower

Can you delay gratification?

One  
Marshmallow

Two  
Marshmallows

No Yes

A child is in a room doing art.
They are using broken crayons.

An adult says, I’ll go and get you 
some nice, new crayons.

The adult returns.

Children in Group A 
are given nice, new crayons.

Children in Group B 
are given nothing.

Children in Group A 
are given nice, new crayons.

Children in Group B 
are given nothing.

These students overwhelmingly 
‘fail’ the marshmallow test

These students overwhelmingly 
‘pass’ the marshmallow test

It’s not the kids, it’s the context.



If… Then
If Craig is in the classroom 

Then he is playful and silly. 

If Craig is on the playground 

Then he is careful and quiet. 

If Craig is in maths class 

Then he thinks by doodling. 



If Craig is in english class 

Then he thinks by talking. 

If Craig is told he is wrong 

Then he will become 
frustrated until he 

can show he is right. 

If… Then
statements help us to understand 

that students are a complex 
mix of environment and self. 

If… Then
This helps us to understand student 

behavioural needs in the classroom, and it 
helps us to understand how to help our 

students to better recognise these ‘If…Then’ 
statements within themselves.



Global Accessibility 
Awareness Day

#GAAD Two personalised learning goals

How can you get to 
know your students better?
Use one page profiles and take the 
time to learn about what your students
are passionate about.

Consider ‘If…Then’ prompts.
Consider how the environment a child 
is in can impact on how they respond, 
and ways of considering this in your 
classroom and school. 

hank you.


